


My name is João Osório, I work for the portuguese public administration as head of IT on
the Public Procurement, Construction and Real Estate Institute – IMPIC.

I’d like to thank the (European) Commision and the Croatian Ministry Of Economy, 
Entrepreneurship and Crafts for having us here and organising this wonderful 
event.



To start off on the right foot, we’ll briefly go through the regulatory affairs, namely talk
about how it all came about until the present day. Maybe it will seem boring but before
practice, regulations have to be put in place. 



I share with you a quote that quite defines the reason why it all began.
(read the quote)
So if we can get rid of secrecy, or at least define a degree of transparency that has to be
met, we can avoid most of the bad or illegal practices.



Portugal has defined rules for public procurement practices with the law called PPC. 
Those rules have to be met in order to form contracts between economic operators and
contracting public authorities. The procurement process is performed by electronic
means. After a contract is signed, the contract information has to be made available to 
the general public on a government owned Internet portal.



We can safely state that our country pioneered on eProcurement. Let’s see why it is so.



● According to directive 2014/24/UE (recital 52), “Electronic means of 
information and communication can greatly simplify the publication of 

contracts and increase the efficiency and transparency of 

procurement process. 
● They should become the standard means of communication and 

information exchange in this procurement procedure as they greatly 

enhance the possibilities of economic operators to participate in 

procurement procedures across the internal market. 
● It states that “… after a transition period of 30 months - fully 

electronic communication, meaning communication by electronic 

means at all stages of the procedure, including transmission of 

requests to participate and, in particular, the submission of the 

tenders (electronic submission) should be made mandatory.” 



● Portugal decided almost 10 years ago to adopt public e-procurement. By 
2008, the Public Procurement Code established to pursue the objective of 
simplification of procedural pre-contractual conduct by investing in new 
information technologies and dematerialize the procedures.

● The PPC I was talking about earlier appeared in 2008 and it came into 
force since then.



Portugal pioneered in electronic procurement in the EU. But now there are other member
states with such procurement platforms and portals. An effort by the commission is being
made to insure consistency and best practices.
So how do we evolve? The answer is: a group effort. We’re called European Union, not
European Stars. Although stars are on the flag, work has to be done collectively to foster
global success.



So the current evolution was a revised Public Procurement Code that seeks to 
transpose the applicale EU directives: 
● 2014/23/UE  - award of concession contracts
● 2014/24/UE - public procurement and repealing Directive 2004/18/EC
● 2014/25/UE  - procurement by entities operating in the water, energy, transport 

and postal services sectors and repealing Directive 2004/17/EC



Let’s move on to the practical side of the matter, the portuguese public procurement
internet portal, called Base. 



We know public funds pay for everything from roads to school cafeterias, social 
programs to public television. But the specific breakdown of public funds spending is 
something a lot of citizens give little thought to. However, for the sake of transparency,
the Base portal give the Portuguese citizens the tools to search and be informed about 
public spending. Another great use case scenario is that a contracting authority, seeking 
to request for tender on a given good or service, can use the same tools the check the 
current price value on procurement procedure of the same kind. 



● Information available on the public procurement portal:

● Base publication date
● Contract Types
● Procedure Type
● Description
● Fundamentation
● Justification for need to use direct procedure (if applicable)
● Contracting Entity – Name, Corp. TAX No.

● Contracted Entity - Name, Corp. TAX No.
● Contract object
● Centralized Procedure

● CPV
● Date of signing of contract
● Contract Value

● Term of Execution

● Place of Execution – Country, District, Municipality
● Competitors
● Notices

● Increases of more then 15%
● Documents
● Observations



Contract transparency should have no boundaries
● Guidelines as put in place so that contracts made available to the general public

are striped of personal information.
● This stripping is performed by the contracting authority before uploading the file 

in PDF format.
● An accountability term is accepted by the end user stating that they accept the

responsibility of that data removal, according to n.º  6 of article 12 on national

regulation n.º 57/2018.



We’ve been through the public tools of the Base portal, now lets talk about the whole
procurement process done by electronic means and identifying the various stakeholders.



● Red arrows regard direct awards
● Orange arrows are competitive procedures



Technically the Base portal stack can be enumerated as presented.



The software developed to support the portuguese public procurement portal is FOSS. 
It uses Apache, Tomcat, Java and JS frameworks. It uses modern day interoperability
protocols through REST and SOAP. The authentication mechanism is a federated
authentication managed through the Portuguese Mint which is also responsible for the
Official Journal. For interoperability with the privately operated Electronic Procurement
Platforms, communications are performed via the centralised platform managed by
the Public Modernisation Agency (AMA).



So let’s recap what we’ve seen so far about the portal and why it’s woth it to maintain
such an effort.
Transparency is all type of procedures: every procedure that results in a written
contract has to be published.
State data ownership is, of course, governance on public procurement data.
Each contracting authority registers its own procurement procedures therefore they
are accountable for that information.
Contract performance is also registered to record the final outcome of the procedure.



After gathering all the information on public procurement for the sake of transparency
and expenditure monitoring, the next stage is to seek governance by analyzing the
activity on which the information translates to.



● In 2010, the first Annual Report on Public Contracts Information was launched.
● The parameters have increased in variety over time;
● The reports are available for download;
● The report is based on data from the portal and provides an overview of public 

procurement in Portugal.



● The weight of contracts preceded by competitive proceedings in 2016 was 1.8%, 
in terms of number of contracts, but 36.8% in terms of contractual amounts. 
Contracts preceded by direct awards procedures accounted for 92.4% of the total 
number of contracts, as well as 47.2% of contractual amounts entered into in 
2016.

This is one the issues addressed by the revised portuguese PPC, that came into force 
this year. The thresholds have been changed so that most procedures formerly 
performed with a direct settlement to one economic operator will no longer be 
possible. And this KPI is the tool that allowed us to take evidence on the issue and 
from now on monitor the evolution.



● Having a central repository of public procurement data allows governance over 
performance indicators regarding EU policies. Let’s take the case of what we call 
the “Manchester Index”

● EU law sets minimum harmonised rules for tenders whose monetary value 
exceeds a certain amount and which are presumed to be of cross-border interest. 
The European rules ensure that the award of contracts of higher value for the 
provision of public goods and services must be fair, equitable, transparent and 
non-discriminatory. For tenders of lower value however, national rules apply, 
which nevertheless have to respect general principles of EU law.



Again, on the annual report, we present how wel we performed on abiding the
Manchester Ministerial declaration. The procurement procedures above the EU 
threshold of cross-border interest have to be annouced on JOUE. And from those cross-
border procedures we take into account the amount not performed by eletronic means. 
As we can see, most we’re performed on eProcurement. 



● Also, we keep record of the evolution since the first report was published. The
goal line is at 50%, it’s well surpassed.



● Just a quick example of other KPI that can be found on the report.







The GNS is the National Security Office and has the role of accrediting the electronic

procurement platforms that are candidates for public procurement handling.

The ESPAP is the portuguese shared services entity and provides for aggregate

procurement such as framework agrements.

IGF and AdC are government auditing authorities. One regarding finances and the other

internal market competitiveness. Since the begining of 2018 those authorities have

access to the Base portal information system, for auditing purposes. Another entity with

auditing access available is the PGR which is the portuguese attourney general.

Finally, an example of a governance body is APA, the portuguese environemental

agency. Public Procurement procedures should have environmental criteria. What is

called green procurement. Those criteria have been prioritized and goals have been set. 

The Base portal is the only tool available to measure performance on those goals.











● Public servants have aditional work to register all the required data of public
procurement procedures. In some cases they might be filling it wrong and not
know about it.

● The people that process the information have to be sure the data is accurate so
the reporting is trustworthy.

● Too much required data results on public procurement having aditional
difficulties. But it has to be enough to insure proper expenditure monitoring and
governance.




